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Two Graduations

For the first time, according
to Nan G. Hall, Registrar,
UAH will hold two graduation
ceremonies in 1983-84. The
first Commencement is
scheduled for Saturday,

December 3, 1983, and will
honor all candidates who
complete requirements for
degrees during the Summer
Term 1983and Fall Term 1983-

Any student who expects to Room 232, Morton HalL This
complete requirements during application initiates the final
the Summer or Fall Term audit of requirements, and
needs to file an application for identifies what remains, if
graduation at the Office of anything, to be completed.
Admissions and Records, Processing takes several

weeks, so in order to have a
response before the beginning
of Fall Term, applications
need to be turned in NOW.

r
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Building for
UAH Announced
By Rep. Flippo
Friday Morning
The story behind the new $9.5
million Corps of Engineering building,
to be located on the campus of UAH, is
one of farsightedness and much
persistence by many, including Rep.
Ronnie Flippo.
"We can go forward with the project
on this, campus in Huntsville and
there's no telling what kind of fallout
will go with that," commented Flippo
at a recent press conference, held at
UAH.
The facility, which is predicted to be
completed in approximately three
years, will contain 92,000 square feet
The facility will house, as well as
educate, an estimated 6,000 engineers
per year.
"It will be a total immersion process,
with people eating, sleeping a
witn
and

Power Theft at Housing

News is slow around campus these ran to the affect ofi "Yeah, dey put up
days. Yeah, sure, there is the usual some new lights aroun' da' housing
hustle and bustle of new construction area. Dey went and put one of dem en
and typical questioning about why da' end of my building. And ya' know
money is being spent on this or that what? Dey wired it through my
Student attitudes are summed up in apartment's fuzepaneL Dat means dat
questions such as: "Why a new I'll be paying for the juice dat big lump
engineering building when the present eats up every night"
building is under utilized?" and "Why
Having become bored with the
should med students get away with formica and chrome interiors of my
paying less than their fair share of surroundings I decided to learn more
student activity fees?" The usual about this incident New lights in the
human interest stuff The typical UAH housing area? Fuse box hi-jinx? Here
pinks. Yes, the news is slow but not was news fit to be print Here was a
necessarily without its bright spots.
way I could collect my check. So I
While sitting at a local drinking ingratiated my self into the
emporium recently, this writer conversation.
happened upon a conversation which
There were two other individuals

present who both had nodded their
heads as to say "Yep, thafs standard
operation procedure for housing
project" in responseto the complaint of
the first I asked him what this was nil
about He explained that "Yeah, man,
I watch da' electrishin install a new
breaker into da' fuze box of my joint I
asked my RA if dey planned ta' charge
me fer da' juiceand he couldn't explain
it He mumbled sometin' about a
discount en da' utility bill, but I don'
know."
In addition to this complaint were
others which began to poor forth; the
drunk man's words being the sober
man's thoughts. I attributed these as
continued on page 4

studying together....There's no ^.^ter
way to learn," commented UAH
President Dr. John Wright
The new facility will contain 40,000
square feet of office space and
conference facilities, and 52,000 square
feet for lodging and food services.
According to Dr. Wright the Corps of
Engineering building is still in the
designing stage and will require about
12 more months for architectural
planning.
The building is scheduled to be
located directly off of Sparkman Drive
near the center of campus.

Inside:
TOO HOT? p.3
UAH Drama
Production p.6
Calendar p.10
Wills At The
Cinema p.ll
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Work and Attend UAH

In order to pay his way
through college Jimmy Cooper
needed a job, bat with joba
being tight he found thegoing
tough. Tough, until hestopped
by the University of Alabama
in Huntsville's Career
Planning and Placement
Office and found a part-time
job working for Horabuckle
Magnavox.
"I really needed a job bad,"
said the freshman from
Huntsville who is majoring in
economics at UAH. "I'm
paying my own way through
college, and this job really
came in handy."
In a normal day Cooper may
deliver merchandise, do
maintenance in the store or do
the inventory of the store. His
part-time job allows him to go
to class when he needs to, and
his hours are flexible sohe can

take off if he needs to study for
exams.
"A lot of my friends who
came home (from college) for
the summer had trouble
finding a job," Cooper said.
"The service really helped me
out"
The service also helps
employers by screening out
students that may not be
suited for a particular type of
work. David Howard, the
placement assistant who
oversees the program, said
when a potential employer
calls him at the placement
office, he not only tries to find
someone who can fit the job
description, but also someone
interested in the type of work.
Sometimes he said, he will
make a call toa professor for a
recommendation.
"We try hard to match

curriculums with positions,"
Howard said. "That way
students have an incentive to
do a good job, and the
employers have a type of
training program for
the
future."
Cooper isn't the only student
being helped out by the
program. Other students at
UAH looking for part or fulltime work have had an easier
time findibg jobs with the help
of the program than other
young people who can't use the
program.
The program, which was
begun two years ago, tries to
bring employers who need
part or full-time jobs together
with students who want to
work. According to Howard,
this employment program is
better than most because the
students looking for work are

highly motivated and looking
to gain experience in their
prospective fields.
Another
advantage to the program,
Howard said, is that it is free to
both students and employers.
"Most people getting in the
program have worked before,
but want practical experience
for their major," said Howard,
who is a student "It is very
rare when we get someone
looking for a job only for the
money," he said.
Placement office figures
from the past year show that
almost half of the jobs
available from the office were
filled by students registering
with the program. Howard
said the reason the figure was
not higher was because some
companies were asking for
someone with higher qualifi
cations than could be

provided.
Most students that get jobs
from the placement office are
sophomores and juniors at the
University, and go to work for
small high-technology
companies with only one or
two employees Howard said.
He said moet of the companies
are too small to hire a full-time
employee, yet they need parttime help.
Students learn about
available jobs from bulletin
boards located around
campus.
Those who are
interested in the program
please fill-out an interest form
at the placement office telling
what their interests are and
hours they can work.
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Since the air condi
tioning at UAH is
rarely effective in hot
weather, the exponent

is happy to present this
"cold-looking picture."
It may not cool you very

much, but then neither
does the air condition
ing here.
*>y Bryan Turner
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1^-,^ J What
wriui Will You
XOUlDo
Unemployed About Debts 9
T

With unemployment remaining high
throughout Alabama, more and more
people are finding themselves unable
fto pay their debts. A factory worker,
for example, earning a good wage and
with the future looking bright, may
have borrowed money to take his
family on a trip. But an unexpected
layoff at his wife's company, or a
reduction in his own working hours,
may have strained his family's
financial
situation so that he can no
longer makethe payments on theloan.
The loan company or bank that
loaned the worker the money for his
trip—the creditor-wants the money due
and will take the legal steps necessary
to collect. The creditor can go to court
and get a judgment against thi«
factory worker-the debtor.
This
judgment can be satisfied in several
ways. The debtor may work out a plan
for direct payments to the creditor. The
creditor may seize certain property
owned by the debtor. Or the creditor
may garnish the debtor's wages.
Garnishment is a legal procedure
through which a worker's earnings are
withheld for the payment ofa debt. The
law provides certain rights to a debtor
whose wages may be garnished. For
example, an employer cannot fire an
continued from page 1

just being the usual gripe of a tenant
existing in bargain housing.
The next day I called the Housing
office to find out more about this
situation. After all, ifs one thing to get
tapped for more tuition, but ifs another
story when you're tapped for
electricity. Housing responded to my
questions as follows:
1) There was a misunderstanding.
All tenants had been informed as to

employee because the employee was
garnished for one indebtedness.
Another protection provided by law is
a limit on the amount that can be taken
from a worker's wages.
Before garnishment can occur, a
creditor must first sue the debtor in
court and get a judgment.This lawsuit
process allows the debtor to defend
himself and possibly prove that he
does not owe the money. When the
lawsuit is filed, the debtor will be
served notice of the suit by either the
sheriff or certified mail The debtor
then has the right to file an answer to
the lawsuit and raise any defenses he
may have.

same as net, or take-home, earnings.
Disposable earnings is the amount of
money available to an employee after
deductions required by law are made.
Legally required deductions include all
taxes, unemployment insurance and
Social Security.
Disposable earnings is the total
amount of money a worker actually
takes home, plus the amount of certain
deductions from his check, such as for
insurance premiums, union dues, or
credit union payments.
For example, a worker we'll call Joan
Smith earns a total of $300 each week.
Her weekly legal deductions are $36 for
taxes, $1.60 for unemployment
insurance, and $12 for Social Security.
An additional $26 is deducted for
medical insurance and union dues.
Althoug she takes home only $226.60
each week, her actual disposable
income is $261.50.

If the debtor has no defense,
a judgment in favor of the creditor is
rendered. Then, unless the debtor
appeals the judgment, the creditor can
garnish the debtor's wages. A creditor
cannot garnish wages before first
filing a lawsuit against the debtor and
The amount that can be garnished
getting a judgment. So, the debtor depends on how the debt was incurred.
should have advance warning before Loans or inirtiillmanf sales f«»ll under
losing some of his paycheck.
Alabama's consumer credit law. Some
In a garnishment, only a certain other debts, such as for hospital bills or
portion of disposable earnings can be money owed for automobile damages,
withheld from a worker's paycheck. fall under other legal provisions that
Disposable earnings may not be the do ont provide as much protection of a

worker's earnings as does Alabama
law.
Under Alabama law, a worker's
disposable earnings must equal at
least 60 times the minimum wage(60 x
$3.36, or $167.50) each week before his
or her wages can be garnished by a
creditor. An employee working only 40
hours each week at minimum wage
would not be gamishable under state
law.
If a worker is gamishable undo:
Alabama law, a creditor can garnish
no more than 20 percent of the worker's
weekly disposable earnings. Only 20
percent can be withheld, no matter how
many court garnishment orders an
employer gets against an employee.
Under other legal provisions, up to 26
percent of earnings may be withheld.
However, garnishment collection of
federal taxes is not subject to thin
limitation. And, if a divorce court or
state agency has issued a spouse
support or child support order, the
garnishment limitation may be reused
as high as 40 percent.
A debtor must receive five days
notice before the garnishment takes
place. This gives the debtor time to
make arrangements with the creditor
or to seek legal help.

what was going on in their fuse boxes.
2) There would be no additional
charge resulting from the installation
of the new utility lamps. Outdoor
lighting has all along been included
into the basic utility charge, being that
the City does not mainlain and inatall
lamps in housing. Also, more lights
were to be installed in the near future.
That sounded reasonable enough. I
informed the tenant about the
situation and that it did not seem that

he had anything to worry about. His
response to the news was, "Oh yeah?,
den how come if I'm not getting
charged for da' juice for da' light dat
da' meter be spinnin' faster than my
neighbor's?
He had a point. The lamps should
have been installed with electrical
service independent of the apartments
upon which they were installed. If this
course of action had been taken,
instead of trying to get by on the cheap,

no one would havesaid anything at alL
But then, I would not have h « d
anything to write about Stories about
the usurpation of power are hard
to come by around campus.
Editor's Note: Shortly after the
submission of this article there was an
attempted break-in at an apartment in
the north housing area. The lights
described above have been credited by
the neighborhood tenants for
preventing the burglary.

Win Prizes in Auto
Advertising Contest
SOUTHFIELD, Michigan, sional resources and creativ
June 20-A Public Relations ity, these student teams will
competition for college develop public relations
students was announced campaigns to introduce the
today by American Motors Renault Encore to their
Corporation.
campus communities.
The competition, entitled
"Our research indicates that
"assignment: ENCORE", is the Encore is a logical choice
designed to offer college with the college market," said
students the opportunity to Joseph E. Cappy, vice
plan a public relations president of the marketing
campaign on American group for American Motors.
Motor's newest automobile, The "assignment: ENCORE"
the Renault Encore.
program offers students a
Hie new American Motors' "real life" public relations
competition is open to student situation. It should serve as a
trr—* under the guidance of a good example for the kinds of
faculty advisor in colleges and challenges that they will face
universities around the when they enter the business
countryUsing supplied world. We're anxious to see the
product information, profes innovative and original ideas

that they will come up with."
From the presentations
submitted by the student
teams to a qualified panel of
judges, ten programs will be
selected for actual imple
mentation. The judges will be
from the Public Relations
Student Society of America,
National Association of
Management/Marketing
Educators, and American
Motors. Funding to conduct
these campaigns and the use
of Renault Encores for oncampus public relations
American Motors'.
After completing their
campaigns during the Fall
semester of 1983, the ten
campaigns will be evaluated

by the judges again and First, 1984 Renault Encore for one
Second, and Third place year and a trip to the 1984
winners will be deteremined Chicago Auto Show. Both
based on the success of the Second and Third Place
programs.
advisors will receive the use of
Prizes for the "assignment: an Encore for six months.
ENCORE" competition will be
All entries received in the
furnished by American competition will be awarded a
Motors Corporation. The First $26 gift certificate redeemable
Place team will receive a 1984 at their college book store.
Renault Encore and a trip to
The Renault Encore is a fivethe 1984 Chicago Auto Show passenger hatchback built off
as guests of American Motors. the same platform as the
Second Place will receive a A l l i a n c e - - M o t o r T r e n d
$1,000 scholarship and Third Magazine's "Car of the Year"
Place will be awarded a $600 for 1983. The automobile will
scholarship.
be produced at the American
Faculty advisors of the Motors' plant in Kenosha
winning teams will also be Wisconsin. It is scheduled for
awarded prizes. First Place p u b l i c i n t r o d u c t i o n o n
advisor will win the use of a September 29.
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Solar Power Goes to Work
The first
solar energy
collection system developed
under a Tennessee Valley
authority program and
supervised by the Alabama
Solar Energy Center at UAH
has been installed in a local
business.
The Artistic Era Beauty
Salon, located at 821 Regal
Drive, is the first business in
TVA's seven state service area
to install a solar hot water
heater and take advantage of
the program which was
created br TV A several years
ago to help finance solar and
biomass (wood) energy
systems for TVA commercial
and industrial power users.
program, businesses first file
an application with the Solar
Energy Center, and then the
applications are evaluated for
feasibility and financial
soundness.
If an application for the
program is accepted, theSolar
Energy Center provides low
interest loans for the project
and helps with the design and
installation of the system if
requeued. Interest rats for the
borrowed money is currently

at eight percent and the tern
can be as long as 10 years,
In addition to evaluatinj
loan applications the banl
also acts as a trustee for thi
money from
TVA.
San
Morgan, vice president for th<
bank who works with tht
program, said the trust fund
^
s|
W

Advertising
CARS sell for $11&96 (average)
Also Jeeps. Local Auctions.
For Directory,
Call 805-687-6000 ext. 1813
$100 perweek. Part-time at home.
No experience needed.
For Directory call 806-687-6000
Extension S-1813
NEW CREDIT card!
Nobody refused I
Also Visa/Mastercard
Call 805-687-6000 ext. C-1813

8

Need students to work
computer terminals at drop/ad,
regular and late registrations
For more Information contact
Marge Ess her at 895-6110.
This Is a paid job.

]
WK. j
*Bj§ftjB]

iP

WjSmkr'i
jHV

OVERSEAS. Cruise Jobs.
$20,000-160,000/yr. possible.
Call 806-687-6000 ext J-1813

I \:

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

'
IS
V\f\
m

should perpetuate itself if
sound loans aremade. Hesaid
he tried "to make it as easy as
possible for people to obtain
loans."
Dr. Gerald Guinn, who is in
charge of the program at
UAH's Solar Energy Center,
said currently there are seven

.Photo by Gregg Geis
began working July 5, and will
provide more than 70 percent
of the hot water needs of the
salon.
The Solar Energy Center
has figured a savings to the
business of about 53 millwm
Btus per year or $860.
The system was

The Book Nook

The University
Of Alabama
InHuntsville

Call 895-6090
for
Classifieds
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Punk
by Lisa Schneider
Perhaps I am getting to be a
bit narrow-minded in my old
age, but it is difficult for me to
give proper respect to that
passing phenomenon entitled
punk rock. How can I possibly
have faith in the credibility of
a person wearing a shredded
T-shirt and pink ducky
sunglasses? It is not the wellworn habiliment, which could
represent noble poverty, or
even the retailiatipn of
childhood suggested by the
pink sunglasses that bothers
me. But these two accessories
coupled with a dyed purple
butch haircut, striped down
the middle like a skunk,
indicate that this young
woman might be of question
able character.
Creatures of such descrip
tion have their origin seven

D / \ p l r I s I t More T h a n Weird
±\ vl/li Sunglasses And T-f * " J "

years ago in Great Britain,
reknowned not only for its
etiquette of customs, but for its
once stringent deprivation of
freedom for the Colonies. Yet
as children of God, these punk
rockers went forth and
multiplied into the already
decadent youth of the
Continent. Soon, the Atlantic
proved to be no barrier to the
punk habit, and the British
creation infected our native
shores. Maybe I was not
observant, but punk rock did
not flareas brightly asit could
have in the U.S. of A. Perhaps
the punks are only smoldering
quietly before they burst forth
in a complete self-consuming
flame. However, in a recent
issue, Newsweek proudly
claims that Japan has caught
punk rock from the Ameri
cans. (Perhaps this is our only
way to infiltrate and corrupt

Japan's industrial efficiency.)
I should be able to dismiss
punk rock with the under
standing that the basis of the
movement is the music itself
What professional standing
could the punk's cacophonic
strains have in the world of
serious music? Yet the same
statement was uttered with
regard to the essence of rock
music. Though the indelicacy
of the lyrics may slap the
listener in the face, this does
not mean that such words are
put into action. So what if
some people derive grim
pleasure in viewing the meatbloodied writhings of their
favorite punk rock band? The
punker's dance steps are a
series of pogo stick movements
with hands outstretched
toward the ceiling as if the
dancer were in pain. The
object on this dance floor, I

"Bus Stop" to be Presented This
Weekend at the Civic Center
by M. Coffey
The cast stood in a line
contorting their mouths
wildly. Then they hummed in
unison up and down the scale.
Next, they counted from one to
ten at increasing volume,
sounding like an ominously
advancing army. A few tongue
twisters, now, some hissing,
some heavy breathing, and
they're set..all warmed up and
ready to rehearse Bus Stop; the
play by William Inge.
In the movie version of Bus
Stop, Marilyn Monroe played
the role of Cherie, the blonde
nightclub singer who flees
from the amorous pursuit of a
lovestruck cowboy. In the
University Playhouseversion,
the blonde is Lorie Gill; the

$

$

$

$

$

cowboy, Bo, is Tim Hughes. offered, including an inspired
The action takes place in a recitation from Romeo and
Kansas diner. As a blizzard Juliet, a sample of the
rages outside, the waitresses, "shantooey's" art, and a
Grace and Elma (played byDr. sample of the pugilist's. For
Molly Williams and Selena the full effect, you will just
Ham by) mix and mingle with have to come to the play. The
the busdriver, Carl (Cliff play will be presented at the
Beach) who is sweet on Grace, VBCC Playhouse this week.
and the drunken Dr. Lyman Evening performances start at
(Paul Webb) who is waxing 8:15 pm on Thursday, Friday
poetic over Elma. Guitar- and Saturday, July 28,29, and
pickin' Virgil Blessing, played 30, and there is a 2:30 pm
by Mike Jensen, tries to keep matinee on Sunday, July 31.
Bo from driving himself crazy Tickets are free for
UAH
over "Cherry," and Will the students and can be obtained
sheriff (Scott Turner) provides at the Morton Hall informa
the authority figure all the tion booth, or at the box office
characters seem to rely on.
at the Playhouse.
Other
students and senior citizens
As the play progresses, will be admitted for
S3.
much entertainment is General adult admission is $5.

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
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Sell Books for Cash

$
$

$
$

Bring them to:

$
$

$
$

Union Building
August 17 thru September 7
EXCLUDING WEEKENDS
9:30am - 4:00pm

$
$

$
$

$

$

$

CLOTH OR PAPER
We Buy All Books Having A National
Resale Value

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

believe, is to see how many
other dancers one can smash
into or better yet, knock down.
Yet the music is only the
instigator of the punk culture;
the attire of the fan is the true
conveyor of punk rock.

around the neck and a pair of
pointy-toed leather or
sequined boots. A punk rocker
in full array is not the kind of
person I would feel com
fortable running into in a
desolate alley.

A punk rock zealot easily
can be distinguished amongst
a crowd of non-fans. Not only
is his hair any color but
brunette, blond, or auburn, his
locks are cropped in such
ragged fashion as to suggest
that a rat has been gnawing
on the head. If the face of a
punker is not buffed white
with black and red stars
around the eyes, safety pins
have been stuck through the
cheeks, nose, and ears. Soiled
and torn garments are the
simple prevailing tastes. Punk
outfits are often completed
with a neck-tie, perhaps worn

During my European
travels, itinerant punk rock:
fans were a common site. I
always found the punker
catching my eye, if not
everyone else's on the street
Hordes of punk fans implied
that they were hostile,
destructive, and perhaps
violent.
The punker's
appearance suggests that he is
anti-everything, including
himself.
Yet despite my
preconceived fears and
prejudices, I found that my
singular most considerate and
helpful European guide was a
lonely punk rock fan.

Huntsville
Art At VBCC
Through
August

An exhibition of works by
Helen Johnson Vaughn
opened at the Huntsville
Museum of Art on Sunday,
July 24, 1983, 1 p.m.-6 p.m.,
and will continue through
August 28. The exhibition is
the final in the Red Clay
Survey, a series of shows
which have featured artists of
the Tennessee Valley.
Ms. Vaughn is best known
as a figurative artist and her
works almost invariably
portray women. Her female
figures are often set against a
richly patterned background,
such as an oriental rug,striped
wrapping paper, or a chevron
walL
"There are definite patterns
to women's lives," she says.
"Women are the ritual makers
in our culture, and this
responsibility of keeping the
patterns going can be both
enriching and limiting."
Ms. Vaughn's recent work,
however, has less decorative
detail and is more spare and
forthright One such drawing,
"Standing Nude," received a
Merit Award in the recent 10th
Annual Juried Exhibition

sponsored by the Huntsville
Museum of Art and HALMA.
A native of Dothan and a
resident of Huntsvillefor more
than 15 years, Ms. Vaughn
has had her work CThihjfr»d
throughout the United States.
Two of her paintings are
currently included in a
traveling exhibition spon
sored by the Smithsonian
Institution, entitled "More
than Land or Sky: Art from
Appalachia." Her work was
recently on view in the
Washington offices of
Congressman Ronnie Flippo
and at the Mullaly-Matisse
Galleries in Birmingham
Michigan

There are approximately 16
paintings and mixed media
works in the Huntsville
exhibition, including "Re
membrance and the Cost of
Decisions" from theMuseum's
collection.
The Huntsville Museum of
Artisopenfreeofchargetothe
public Tuesday through
Saturday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Thursday, 10 a.m,-9 p.m.;
Sunday, 1 p.m.-6 pan.; and
closed Monday.
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UAH Art Gallery
Opens Summer
Exhibition

The UAH Gallery of Art
opened the summer season
with a twoperson exhibition of
work by Joanne Felt andPeter
Wheeler, faculty members of
the Department of Art and Art
History at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.
Ms. Joanne Felt, who taught
in the Department during the
1982-83 academic year, will
begin a teaching position at
Northwest Missouri State
University in Maryville,
Missouri in August of this
year.
She is also
scheduled to be a visiting
artist at the University of
Hawai at Manoa and will
participate as a painter in the
Mauna Kea Observatory
Visitor's Cento: in hawaii,
1984.
Mr. Peter Wheeler, Assist
ant Professor of Art, will be
leaving UAH in August to
return to England and resume
teaching at Loughborough
College of Art and Design in
Leicestershire, England.
During his stay in Huntsville,
Mr. Wheeler was involved in
many community activities
including events at Randolph
School and Ed White School
and recently, he wasajudgeat
the Alabma A&M Student Art
Show. In May his "Massachu
setts Landscape" was
included in The Eighteenth
Annual Central South Art
Exhibition at the Parthenon,
Centennial Park, Nashville,
Tennessee.
Works by Mr. Wheeler
include a study of Neo Nazi's
and Punk Rockers and
Utopian themes of Arcadia.
Ms. Felt"s works include what
might be described asa tribute
to Hal Roach's loveable Our
Gang characters.
In addition to works by Ms.
Felt and Mr. Wheeler are
works by student Astrid
Daline. The works include a
•wies of etchings and prints
which would be of interest to
anyone familiar with the
downtown and Five Points
area. According to Ms. Dalins
the works reflect changes she
has noticed in the area over
the past few years. "I ride my
bike around and just look for

OFFSET PRINTING

what is new and not so new.
The area has a distinct
character all its own."
Subjects of her work include
the Bon Air Restaurant and
Motel, the Genesco Mill, Five
Points News Stand, and
studies of the Russell Erskine
Hotel prior to its recent
renovation.
Works by Wheeler, Felt and
Dalins are for sale and range
in price from $15 to $600. Of
special interest to collectors on
a budget will be Mr. Wheeler's
Bargain bin or "I can't take it
with me sale."
The Art Exhibition is in the
UAH Gallery of Art until
Ausust 15.

QUICK COPY PRINTING

• Complete Typesetting/Layout
• PMT's
• Negatives/Positives
• Resumes
. Manuals
• Brochures
• Posters
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^ BUSINESS 3^.
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Ask about

Offering 1 DAY SERVICE(* Black on White, Camera Ready Copy)

536-7203

3228 Bob Wallace Avenue
Huntsville, Alabama 35805

The finest in Italian and
American foods for
TWENTY-FOUR YEARS

at

Iff DELIVER THE FINEST PIZZA MADE $36-3389

YOUR OWN LUNCH PIZZA
MADE JUST THE WAY YOU WANT IT!

9 TERRY'S CHEESE PIZZA

$2.05

Fresh rolled dough, our own special
sauce, and carefully blended cheeses.

.50

EACH ADDITIONAL INGREDIENT
{Half & half same price)

TOGO - EAT IN
DELIVERY

$5.00 Minimum On Deliveries
All Delivery Orders Over $10.00
- DELIVERED FREE -

ADDITIONAL INGREDIENTS
Sausage
Pepperoni
Mushroom

Double Cheese
Thick Crust
Green Pepper
Black Olive
Canadian Bacon
Green Olive
Pineapple
Sliced Tomato

Hamburger
Ham
Onion
Salami
Anchovy
Jalapeno Pepper

Lunch deliveries made to Redstone, MSFC, Research Park, Medical
District, and most other areas of SE and SW Huntsville
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How to read faster
By Bill Cosby

Then read the entire last two
faster. But I know of 3 that are
especially good.
paragraphs.
Previewing doesn't give you
And if I can learn them,
all the details. But it does keep you
so can you-and you can put
from spending time on things you
them to use immediately.
don't really want-or need-to read.
They are commonsense,
practical ways to get the mean
Notice that previewing gives
ing from printed words quickly
you a quick, overall view of long,
and efficiently. So you'll have
unfamiliar material. For short, light
time to enjoy your comic
reading, there's a better technique.
books, have a good laugh with
2. Skim—if it's'
Mark Twain or a good cry with
short and simple'
War and Peace. Ready?
Okay. The first two ways can Skimming is a good way to get a
general idea of light reading-like
help you get through tons of
popular magazines or the sports
reading material-fast-ui'tfioMt
and entertainment sections of the
reading every word.
International Paper asked Bill Cosby-who earned his
paper.
doctorate in education and has heen involved in projects
They'll give you the overall
which help people leam to read faster—to share what he's
You should be able to skim a
meaning of what you're reading.
learned about reading more in less time
weekly
popular magazine or the
And let you cut out an awful
second section of your daily paper
When I was a kid in Philadelphia,
lot of unnecessary reading.
in less than half the time it takes
1 must have read every comic book
1.
Preview—if
it's
you
to read it now.
ever published. (There were fewer
long
and
hard
Skimming is also a great way to
of them then than there are now.)
Previewing
is
especially
useful
for
review
material you've read before.
I zipped through all of them in a
Here's how to skim: Think of
couple of days, then reread the good getting a general idea of heavy
reading like long magazine or news
your eyes as magnets. Force them
ones until the next issues arrived
to move fast. Sweep them across
paper
articles,
business
reports,
and
Yes indeed, when I was a kid,
each and every line of type. Pick
nonfiction books.
the reading game was a snap.
It
can
give
you
as
much
as
half
up only a few key uxrrds in each linei
Buf as I got older, my eyeballs
Everybody skims differently.
the
comprehension
in
as
little
as
must have slowed down or some
You and 1 may not pick up
thing! I mean, comic books started one tenth the time. For example,
you-should
be
able
to
preview
eight
exactly
the same words when we *
to pile up faster than my brother
skim the same piece, but we'll both
or ten 100-page reports in an hour.
Russell and I could read them!
get a pretty similar idea of what
After previewing, you'll be able to
It wasn't until much later,
decide which reports (or which
it's all about.
when I was getting my doctorate,
parts of which reports) are worth
To show you how it works,
1 realized it wasn't my eyeballs that
1
circled
the words I picked
a
closer
look.
were to blame. Thank goodness.
out when I skimmed the
Here's how to preview: Read
They're still moving as well as ever.
following story.
the entire first two
The problem is, there's too
Try it. It shouldn't
of
whatever
you've
much to read these days, and too
take you more
chosen. Next
little time to read every word of it.
than 10 seconds.
read only the
Now, mind you, 1 still read
first
sentence
of
comic books. In addition to con
My brotheKRusselD
each successive
tracts, novels, and newspapers.
(thinks monsterQ
Screenplays, tax returns and corre paragraph.
(TRfo in oui(hedroor^
spondence. Even textbtxiks about
Closet at nighr^But
how people read. And which tech
I told himQie is crazyT:
niques help people read more in
(Jo anJThecP
less time.
("then)' he said.
I'll let you in on a little secret.
(Xdidn'tw;mt)to.
There are hundreds ot techniques
"Learn to read faster and you'll haiv time for a good laugh
Ru s s e l l s a i d Q ~ w a s c h i c k e r n )
uith Mark Two/it-am I a good .T\ with War arut Peace.'
you could learn to help you read

V
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nop I said.
Are so.'^he said.
So^tol'd Kim) the monsters
were going to(fat hm> at|tfhidnighL)
He started to cry. My(Dad came ITT)
and(toI3)the monsters(fo beatdL;
Then he told us to/go to st
("If I hear)any more about
monsters," he said,(Til spank you?
We went to(sleep fast) And you
(know something$They(hever did)
(tome h>ack>
Skimming can give you a very
good idea of this story in about half

"Read uith a good light-and with as few friends
as possible to help you out No TV, no music
It'll help you concentrate better-arid read faster."

the words-and in less than half the
time it'd take to read every word.
So far, you've seen that pre
viewing and skimming can give you
a general idea about content-fast.
But neither technique can promise
more than 50 percent comprehen
sion, because you aren't reading all
the words. (Nobody gets something
for nothing in the reading game.)
To read faster and understand
most-if not all—of what you read,
you need to know a third technique.

3. Cluster—to increase
speed and comprehension
Most of us learned to read by look
ing at each word in a sentenceone at a time.
Like this:
My-hrother-Russell-thinksmonsters...
You probably still read this
way sometimes, especially when
the words are difficult. Or when the
words have an extra-special mean
ing—as in a poem, a Shakespearean

play, or a contract. And that's O. K.
But word-by-word reading is a
. rotten way to read faster. It actually
cuts down on your speed.
Clustering trains you to look at
groups of words instead of one at
a time-to increase your speed enor- •
mously. For most of us, clustering
is a totally different way of seeing what
we read.
Here's how to cluster: Train
your eyes to see all the words in clus
ters of up to 3 or 4 words at a glance.
Here's how I'd cluster the story
we just skimmed:

"Preview skim, and cluster
to read faster-except the
things you uunt to read
word for word."

0

\

the piece at your normal speed to
see what you missed the first time.
Try a second piece. First cluster,
then
reread to see what#you missed
iv
brother
Russelfrthinks
monsters)
dvf
m ciose^Tni^t) in this one.
ON
When you can read in clusters '
(But I told hT
without missing much the first
(LQo an'
time, your speed has increased.
usSell said?
Practice 15 minutes every day and
was chickerp
you might pick up the technique
C'Am notffl sakD
in a week or so. (But don't be disap
le saicL
pointed if it takes longer. Cluster
J5o I told himfthe monsters?
ing everything takes time and
(were going t(^£aThint)(at midnight.;
practice.)
(He started to crvQyly Dad came in
So now you have 3 ways to
(and told the monstefs3fo*beat iT
help you read faster. Preview to cut
down on unnecessary heavy read
OSen he told u§L ,.
ing. Skim to get a quick, general
C"If I hear^fny more abouP
idea of light reading. And cluster
(monsters rhe saidyril spank youj?
to increase your speed and com
CWe wentKfo sleep fastjAnd yotj)
prehension.
(Know somethingXThey never did}
With enough practice, you'll
(come hack?
be able to handle more reading at
Learning to read clusters is not
School or work-and at home—in
something your eyes do naturally.
less time. You should even have
It takes constant practice.
enough time to read your favorite
Here's how to go about it: Pick
comic books-and War and Peace!
something light to read. Read it as
fast as you can. Concentrate on see
ing 3 to 4 words at once rather than
one word at a time. Then reread

9?t

Today, the printed word is more vital than ever. Now there
is more need than ever for all of us to read better, urite better, and
communicate better.
International Paper offers this series in the hope that, even in
a small way, we can help.
If you'd like additional reprints of this article or an 11 "x 17"copy
suitable for bulletin board posting or framing, please write:
"Power of the Printed Word," International Paper Company,
Dept. 3, P.O. Box 954, Madison Square Station,
New York, NY 10010.
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UAH Charger Hockey
Coach Doug Roes announced
the signing of several new
players.
Randy Johnson, a native of
Huntsville, is a product of the
Hontsville Amateur Hockey
Association. For the past two
seasons, Randy has been the
number one scorer in the
Senior Division and the recent
recepient of the Rick Franklin
Award.
In 1980, Randy
attended the A.H.A.U.S.
National Midget Camp.
Randy is a graduate of
Huntsville High School and
will be receiving a four year
scholarship from
Teledyne
Brown Engineering. At UAH
Randy will be majoring in
Engineering. Randy issix feet
tall and weighs 170 pounds
and will be playing center for
the UAH Chargers. Randy
will be teaming up with Drew
Crow and Will Hereford also of
Huntsville. Coach Ross said,
"Randy will be a valuable
asset to the Chargers and will
mature into a top goal scorer
over the years. We welcome
Randy to the Chargers and we
know he will be a productive
hockey players."
Mike Finn is a native of
Utica, Michigan and is a
former player with Paddock
Pools Junior Hockey Club of
the Michigan Great Lakes
Junior Hockey League. Mike
is a six foot one inch center
and left wing and was the
leading goal scorer for the
Paddock Pools Junior Hockey

Team.
Mike weighs 190
pounds and will provide the
Chargers with a lot of muscle
in the checking and goal
scoring departments.
Mike is a graduate of
Eisenhower High School in
Utica and lettered in football
and baseball for four years.
Coach Ross said, "The
Chargers are delighted to sign
such a talented player and I
know Mike will certainly
prove that he is a qualify
hockey player and studentathlete.
Mike will be a
tremendous asset to the
Chargers this year and be one
of the team leaders."
Scott Campbell is a six foot
defenseman and right wing
playing at 180 pounds. Scott
played hockey in the Great
Lakes Junior Hockey League
for the Waterford Lakes
Junior A Hockey Club scoring
5 goals and 20 assists. He is a
graduate of Brother Rice High
School and he has been very
active in football, baseball,
golf and karate. Scott also
played hockey in the Detroit
area for the Michigan Bulls,
champions in the Midget
division.
Scott will be a
transfer student from
Oakland Community College
and will be majoirng at UAH
in Business Management
Barry Friedman is a five
foot nine inch goaltender
playing at 170 pounds. Barry
played last season junior
hockey for the Peoria Chiefs
Junior B Hockey Club and was

the top goaltender in the
Illinois Junior Hockey
League.
Barry's goalsagainat average last season
was 4.25 that was very
respectable in the high scoring
Illinois Junior Hockey
League. Barry compiled more
wins than any othe goaltender
in the league and is considered
a top collegiate goaltending
prospect
In April, Barry
attended the 1984 U.S.
Olympic training camp in
Berkley, Michigan. Through
out the years in the
Springfield, Illinois youth
hockey, Barry has been very
active as a youth coach, as an
instructor at goaltender
clinics and as a hockey
refereee.
Barry plans on
working closely with the
Huntsville Amateur Hockey
Association. At UAH Barry
plans on majoring in
crimincal justice.
Both Scott and Barry bring
to the Chargers a great
amount of hockey experience
and will add depth to the
roster. Coach Doug Ross said,
"Scott will be a valuable asset
to the Chargers because of his
flexibility in being able to play
both forward and defense.
Barry will be a very important
addition to the Chargers by
bringing to the team a great
amount of knowledge and
experience in the area of
goaltending. Barry has a
great amount of potential and
he will prove to be a top
collegiate goaltender in the
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years ahead."
Andy Croesett is a native of
Fenton and has played ice
hockey for the past three
seasons for the Brentwood
Blazers in the St Louis Jr.
Hockey League. The Blazers
have been league champions
for the past two years with
Andy Crossett their top
defenseman. Andy is six feet
one inch and weighs 185
pounds. Last season Andy
scored nine goals and 11
assists for the Blazon and
played in the 1983 UfJ.
National Jr. B Hockey
Tournament in St Louis.
Over the years Andy has
always been one of the top
amateur hockey players from
the St Louis area and at
Lindberg High School he was
the varsity hockey team's
captain and an all-league
defenseman. In 1981 Andy
was the MVP of the St Louis
Gateway Hockey Tournament
and named the St Louis Jr.
Hockey League's Player of the
Year.
Andy is a graduate of
Lindberg High School with a
3.6 GPA and will be a transfer
student from St. Louis
Community College at
Meramac. At UAH Andy will
be majoring in Electronics.
Terry Conway is a native of
Livonia and has played the
past two seasons in the
Michigan Great Lakes Jr.
Hockey League. This past
season Terry played for the
Detroit Jr. A Red Wings and
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scored eight goals and 23
assists. During the 1981-82
hockey season Terry played
for the Redford Royals Jr. A
Hockey Team and scored
seven goals and 23 assists.
Terry is a five foot eleven inch
defenseman weighing 190
pounds.
Terry attended
Southfield High School and
was selected all-league and allstate at defense scoring four
goals and 20 assists. Thispast
April Terry was invited to
tryout for the 1984 U.S.
Olympic Ice Hockey Team in
Berkley, Michigan.
Terry will be a transfer
student from Oakland
Community College with a3.0
GPA. At UAH Terry will be
majoring in Accounting.
UAH Charger Hockey
Coach, Doug Ross, is delighted
to welcome these new Charger
hockey players to Huntsville.
"We are excited and fortunate
to be able to have both Andy
and Terry playing for the
Chargers next year. They will
both strenghten up the defense
tremendously and be exciting
hockey players to watch play.
Both Andy and Terry have
scoring potential, they are
great team players, and they
are very strong acaemically".
With the addition of these
outstanding hockey players
the UAH Chargers will again
be a strong contender for the
Central States Collegiate
Hockey League Champion
ship and another U.S.
N ational Club Championship.

CALENDAR

Thursday
0.-18-8OA Film Series
Prs|iii||:i: "Mad Max"
And "The Road Warrior"
-Union
8.-1B-UAH Drama Board
Prlasiiie'1' "BSilsSop'VBCC

Friday
7:00 pm-SOA Film
0:18 pm-UAH Drams
Board Presents Us
Stop"-VBCC
Mldnlgtit-SQA Film
Series Presents "A
Clockwork
Orange"

Saturday
7*0 pm-SOA Flm
Series Presents "Mad
Ma*" and "fie Rood
WarrioT-Unlon
OrtS pm-UAH Drama
Board Presents 'Bus
Stoo'-VBCC

0:15 pm-8GA Film
Series Presents Ute Of
Brian'-Unlon

Htgh'-Unlon

FINALS START TODAY
7:00 and 930 pm-SOA
Film Series Presents
"Fast Times At ftMgemont Hlgh'-Unlon
8*0 pm-Wayton Jen
nings, Jerry Reed
ConoerVVBCC
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Glenn Wills-at the Movies
by Glenn Wills
my favorites anyway and if
SGA Film Series Director you've seen the BLUES
When a person such as BROTHERS, you will notice

myself deals with movies as
much as I do, I naturally go to
see a lot of other movies
anyway. So I figured why not
review them and let people
know what is good and what is
not. This summer has had
numerous offerings of
exceptionally high calibre, as
well as some thatare just plain
losers. The followingare what
I have seen so far and my
opinions of each
TRADING PLACES Directed by John Landis, this
stars Dan Aykroyd and Eddie
Murphy. John landis is one of

similarities in TP. But while
BB was a rowdy comedy, TP is
a sedate comedy with class.
Aykroyd stars as an invest
ment executive who falls from
grace and is replaced by
Murphy, an ex-Vietnam Vet
who acts blind and crippled so
he can beg for change. This is
all the result of a bet between
the two brothers who run the
i n v e s t m e n t firm.
What
follows is an interesting twist
of fate, but that would be
telling and I can't do that TP
is definitely worth seeing and
gets •*"A

n

PSYCHO
- The long
awaited? sequel to Alfred
Hitchcock's most famous
movie. This oneis, well,to say
the least, interesting. Norman
Bates is discharged sane and
goes back to his old home at
the Bates MoteL What follows
is a series of murders, some of
which don't make any sense.
There are interesting plot
twists which I would presume
are meant to shock you.
However, the plot is rambling
and some things do not make
any sense. Theshower murder
scene is run again in the
beginning of the movie to sort
of rehash events of the past
This part I enjoyed because it
was truly Alfred Hitchcock but
PSYCHO II would have
probably been better off left on
the shell It is, however, fairly
entertaining, if you like
unusual and grisly murders.
All I can give it is **.
WAR GAMES - After a
string of so-so movies,
MGM/United Artists has
finally come out with a pretty
good movie. The movie is
about a computer-whiz kid
who accidentally breaks into
the Department of Defense
computer defense system,
nearly starting World War HI.
But, like all movies, it has its
flaws. The main computer, the
WOPR (I forget what that
breaks down into.) looks like
something out of a lSSffssci-fi
movie with lots of flashing
lights and nothing else. Near
the end of the movie, WOPR
tries to break the launch code
to start a thermo-nuclear war
with the Soviets. The stupid
things about
is that the

launch code one number or
letter at a time.
I always
thought thingsofthat sort had
to be determined at the same
exact instant, or it would not
work. But these errors can be
ignored because after all, "its
the movies." I give WAR
GAMES
OCTOPUSSY - This movie
is the 13th episode of Ian
Fleming's James Bond series.
This one is great! A lot of
critics aresaying that this one
is just another rehash of other
Bond movies and that it is
boring because of a lade of
originality. Granted, it is
another Bond movie, but it
gives you what you expect
from all Bond movies: plenty
of action, beautiful scenery,
great looking women and so
forth. I certainly was not
disappointed, as I got exactly
what I came to see. This oneis
not the best Bond of all, but
certainly worth seeing. ***
THE TWILIGHT ZONE -

Since I was a big fan of the old
CBS TV seriee-from when it
was prime time-I could hardly
wait to see this remake. This
film already has enough bad
publicity with the death of Vic
Morrow (from the TV series
Combat) and two Vietnamese
children killed in a helicopter
crash on the set during the
filming. (Incidentally, thereis
no footage of this scene in the
movie.) It is a series of four
short stories pieced together
by another story told by Dan
Aykroyd and Albert Brooks
while riding down the
highway together on a dark
lonely night. Three of the
stories are remakes, one is
original, and each is directed
by different people such as
Steven Spielberg and John
Landis. The first stray is OK,
the second is great, the third is
interesting, and the fourth is
the best of alL Not a great
movie but a good one,
nonetheless. **Vk

HEY YOU!
HEY YOU!
Pardon me, but now
I have your attention,
just thought I'd tell you
about KINKO'S

21/2C Sale

Days a Week
Closed Sundays

R FrateUi's
4623 Unktermty Dr.

ItaBtm Restaurant

830-1660

10% Discount to UAH Students with Current LD.S

3014 university
Huntsville, Al. 35805

534-6203
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Scotch
Buy 5 T-120 VHS video
cassettes and get 1 free!

Scotch
Videocassette

Buy 5 cassettes at our special low price
and get another tape absolutely free from
Scotch. Your final cost is only $8.29 per
tape. They record for 2-4-6 hours and
provide excellent color and sound in
any VHS format recorder. Hurry, quan
tities are limited!

mexell
UDXLII
llPg
90 minute cassettes 1
\

OF THE SUMMER

DI50M stereo cassette
deck with music search

R-7 45 watt AM/FM stereo receiver
A powerful 45 watts per channel! Features a DC-Servo motor,
colorful LED peak power display, touch volume control and
connections for 2 tape decks. Buy now and save $115 only at
Stereo Warehouse!

Optonica by Sharp
RP-114VL vertical
play linear turntable

Maxell's top of the line cassettes at fan
tastic savings. CrO; bias and EQ. Perfect
for recording music for your home or car
stereo. Stock up now and save while sup
plies last!

SWP

Make super sounding tapes for your home or car stereo with
this deck from Stereo Warehouse. It has metal tape capability,
Dolby noise reduction and LED peak indicators. Plus, the
music search feature lets you locate any part of the tape in
stantly.

(

With the linear tracking system, the tone
arm moves across the record horjzontally, producing beautiful distortion-free
sound. Its vertical upright design lets you
enjoy both sides of the record
automatically without having to manually
turn the record over.

Super buy on
Technics 60 watt
3-way speakers
Add great sound to your stereo system
with these speakers now 'A price! They
have 9\" woofers. 4" midranges and 2%"
tweeters and handle up to 60 watts of
power. Cabinets measure 13"x25V
x 12%" and have a walnut grain finish.

75.00 ea.

SWP List iso.oo

Your choice
PIONEER car speakers
Model 65401 under-dash
stereo cassette player
An inexpensive way to enjoy your favorite music in your car.
This unit is ultra compact to fit under the dash of most any car
and features separate balance, tone and volume controls. Buy
now, quantities limited at'this low price!

Choose a pair of TS-107 4" door mount
speakers or a pair of TS-6903 6"x 9"
rear deck speakers for the same low
price. Fits most American and foreign
cars. Now dealer cost at Stereo
Warehouse!

Stereo Warehouse accepts|
VISA, Master Card &
American Express

|

WAREHOUSE

North Memorial Parkway next to Handy City •Open Mon. thru Sat. 10 AM 'til 8 PM

